RHPP Rotations Dashboard FY 23/24 Overview

Helpful Information
• Login to Salesforce using your program's unique URL, username and password to view your program's dashboard.
• The dashboard is located on the homepage of SalesForce for each RHPP.
• The dashboard is unique to each program and reflects each program's FY 23/24 (7/1/23-6/30/24) entries submitted into Salesforce.
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Helpful Information

- Login to Salesforce using your program's unique URL, username and password to view your program's dashboard.
- The Contract Achievement dashboard is located on the homepage of SalesForce for each RHPP, underneath the RHPP Rotations FY 23/24 dashboard.
- The Contact Achievement dashboard compares validated data to RHPP's self-identified 2023-24 metrics as identified in their yearly award letter. Once submitted confirmed rotations have been validated by the program office, the gauges will be updated to reflect achievement of performance goals.

This tile reflects all validated unique students supported and progress (in percentage) towards the identified award letter metric.

This tile reflects the number of validated rotation hours supported and progress (in percentage) towards the identified award letter metric.